
Checking and Assigning Homework
(Companion worksheet for training video)

1 April 2014

Purpose: to make the “Checking and Assigning Homework” training video easier to understand. As 
you watch the video, you may follow along on this self-study sheet, filling in the blanks, etc.

Part I

 I. PLS listening homework
 A. Most PLS listening-oriented homework consists of  and 
 B. At home, students listen repeatedly to CD while looking at cards
 C. Assign homework:

 1. Shortly after 
 2. Every  thereafter

 II. The importance of homework
 A. We have limited lesson time

 1. An  a week of listening can help students make notable progress
 2. Input keeps learning fresh
 3. Exposure to English is effectively 

 B. Students should listen over several days
 1. Ideally, 

 C. The homework check:
 1. May only take ten percent of class time, but…
 2. Can be thought of as  of the teacher’s job

 III. Goals of homework check
 A. Measure  and adjust 

 1. An objective way of measuring how well students have learned assignment
 2. If students have not performed well, assign more homework

 B.  for next week
 1. Homework is always checked

 a. This increases students’ motivation
 b. Failure to check homework one week would greatly reduce odds that students 

would do it the next
 2. We make the homework check  and encouraging

 a. Helps keep students motivated
 C. Correct 

 1. There will usually not be a native speaker at home with students
 2. The homework check is where pronunciation is corrected
 3. Maintain extremely  pronunciation standards

 a. Correct every mistake
 b. Require students to give their best efforts at all times

 4. Only in homework check, pronunciation is  but not 
 D. These goals form basis of all of procedures

 1. Try to associate these goals with in-class techniques
 IV. Homework sheets

 A. Purpose:
 1. To show the weekly assignment
 2. To provide a record of the student’s 

 B. Hand out along with homework set
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 1. Photocopied onto  paper
 C. Each column represents one week

 1. Top row shows  
 2. Next row shows CD track numbers / card numbers
 3. Two rows below that, 

 a. Students should split assignment over several days
 b. Ideally, a little listening every day

 4. Next row is for adjusted assignments
 5. Row below track numbers shows  minutes

 a. Minutes to listen to entire assignment
 b. In parentheses, minutes to listen  to CD tracks

 i. This information is for teachers, not students
 6. Times really listened

 a.  write this at home
 7. Parent’s seal

 a. Every Japanese family has one
 b. Signifies that parent affirms that child has done all or part of assignment

 i. A chance for praise
 ii. Keeps parents involved
 iii. Promotes 

 D. The rest of the sheet is discussed later in the video

Part II

 V. Checking Daily Expressions, Set A
 A. Homework check is one of first activities in lesson
 B. Procedure shown in video is standard

 1. Can be modified when needed
 C. First step:  homework sheets

 1. Ask how many times listened
 2. Give the child your stamp if:

 a. They have listened the required number of times
 b. They have written times onto homework sheet
 c. Their  has stamped it
 d. Award your stamp with !

 3. If all homework not done, do not 
 a. Should still have parent’s stamp
 b. Make-up is possible: students may receive your stamp retroactively

 D. Second step: spread  on table
 1. Lots of  chips, a few yellow and red
 2. In large classes, supplement blue with  (same value)

 E. Third step: check cards one by one, proceeding around table
 1. Hold cards so all can see them
 2. Student says expression for card

 a. If answer is prompt and correct:
 i. Student earns a  chip
 ii. Move on to next student, next card
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 b. If student makes a  mistake:
 i. Make a correction
 ii. Student makes some improvement
 iii. Student earns blue chip

 c. If student is too slow (time limit is 2–3 seconds) or gives mistaken answer:
 i.  gives a hint
 ii. If student can answer now, they earn a  chip
 iii. Move on to next student, next card

 d. If, after hint, student still can’t answer
 i. They earn a  chip
 ii. Teacher does not give answer
 iii. Move on to next student, same card
 iv. If that student , they earn blue chip
 v. If not, no hint. Move on to next student. Repeat until someone answers cor-

rectly
 vi. Then, confirm  with students who earned red chips
 vii. Finally, repeat answer as a group, then move on to next student, next card

Table 1 – please fill in as you watch
Chip
color

No. of
points

Extra
listening

Earned when 
student:

Blue

Yellow

Red

 e. Reminder: pronunciation errors , but not 
 F. Fourth step: finish after four sweeps around table

 1. Same cards may be used more than once
 2. At the end, how many chips will each child have? 

 VI. Stickers
 A. After card check, compute scores, award stickers, make deals
 B. Chip point values

 1. Please continue to fill in table 1 above
 C. Computing scores

Table 2 – please fill in as you watch
Chips
earned

No. of
points

Stickers
awarded

Extra
listening

B  B  B  B

B  B  B  Y

B  B  B  R
B  B  Y  Y

B  B  Y  R
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Part III

 VII. Assigning extra listening
 A. Given for  and red chips

 1. Please fill in the rest of table 1 on the previous page
 B. Write extra assignments on homework sheet

 1. Please fill in the rest of table 2 on the previous page
 C. Example:

 1. Student listened  times instead of 
 2. Also earned  yellow chip
 3. Next assignment is  times
 4. Make-up assignment is therefore  times

 D. Make-up listening for insufficient listening assigned at  of check, 
along with listening for yellow or red chips

 E. Is assigned according to need
 1. Will help student get higher score next time
 2. Is not a “ ”

 F. Total listening is not to exceed 1.5 times the original assignment
 1. Spread heavy make-up listening assignments over  

 G. These are rules of thumb, not gospel
 1. Balance two goals:

 a. To test students’ learning and  their assignments
 b. To  students to continue with the homework

 VIII. Making deals to do make-up assignments
 A. Offered to help students stay motivated
 B. Example:

 1. Student has earned three  chips and one 
 2. Score is 30; earns a gold star but no 
 3. Two extra listening times assigned

 a. Arrow drawn to indicate make-up deal
 4. If student can earn perfect sticker next week, he may have one for this week too

 a. Such deals also made for  stars
 b. Also, when students make-up insufficient listening, they may earn teacher’s 

 retroactively
 C. Goal: unbroken line of stars, stamps, and stickers across homework sheet
 D. Put feeling into deal-making

 1. Huddle close
 2. Smile, make eye contact
 3. Get student to promise to try even harder next week
 4. This deal is a  between teacher and student

 IX. A real Daily Expressions homework check

Part IV

 X. Checking Question/Answer homework
 A. Similarities to Daily Expressions, Set A check

 1. Look at cards, earn chips
 2. Make  sweeps around table
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 3. Hints given with same timing
 4. Blue, yellow, red chips

 a. For each chip, points, extra listening are the same
 5. Stars and stickers work the same
 6.  deals are made
 7. Homework sheets follow same format

 B. Differences from Daily Expressions, Set A check
 1. Students speak to , not 
 2. True answers are given to questions
 3. Teacher’s Assistant is more involved

 C. Checking the homework
 1. First student:

 a. Faces her partner
 b. Makes  and smiles
 c. Asks the question
 d. Appends partner’s first name

 2. Second student:
 a. Is facing partner
 b. Is maintaining eye contact and 
 c. Gives his own, true answer

 3. Chips given:
 a. Blue chip for prompt, correct question or answer
 b.  chip if hint was required

 i. After either of these, move on to third and fourth students, next card
 c. Red chip if student could not ask/answer even after a hint

 4. If a student earns a red chip, his role passes on to the next student in turn
 a. If he was asking the question:

 i. The next student becomes the questioner
 ii. The student after will 

 b. If he was answering the question:
 i. The original questioner re-asks, this time to the next student in turn
 ii. That student becomes the answerer

 5. Ideally, each student will ask two questions and answer two
 a. Swapping roles—an odd-numbered class

 i. Roles will swap automatically with each sweep around the table
 b. Swapping roles—an even-numbered class

 i. If we don’t cause students to swap roles, some will always ask, others will 
always answer

 ii. Solution 1: the  participates too
 iii. Solution 2: pairs swap roles on each sweep
 iv. A  chip will also cause role-swapping

 D. Roles of TA and Ex-TA
 1. TA: collect homework sheets; get and put away materials; give hints; award chips
 2. Ex-TA: assist the TA; give  to TA; award  to TA

 E. A real Question/Answer homework check
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Part V

 XI. Motivating students to do their homework
 A. Introducing the homework

 1. Build  and enthusiasm
 2. Commitment to do homework is founded on  relationship
 3. Give clear explanation of study process, your expectations

 a. Use Japanese to make this clearer
 B. Enthusiasm

 1. Always check the homework
 a. Check it near the  of the lesson, so you never miss it

 2. Establish high standards
 3. Show  if students aren’t doing well
 4. Praise compliance and successes

 C. Deal with problems proactively
 1. Don’t let  become the norm
 2. Be flexible with checking process if necessary

 D. Use the language
 1. Use it in context to give it real meaning
 2. Introduce variations in language
 3. Know the CD, use the  and songs
 4. Play games with homework cards

 a. Motivation
 b. Extra practice

 5. Dealing with problems
 a. Find out what the cause might be
 b. Offer hints on 
 c. Talk to student before parent
 d. Make a phone call during the week
 e. Form good relationship with parents
 f. Talk to student outside of class
 g. Offer  lessons with teacher or staff

 XII. Checking other types of homework
 A. Listen Up!

 1. Left-side pages:
 a. Say one noun at a time
 b. Student try to touch picture within  seconds, to earn blue chip
 c. All students repeat word

 2. Right-side pages:
 a. Ask students what they’ve drawn, praise efforts

 B. Daily Expressions, Set B
 1. Checked like Set A, with greater TA involvement

 C. Alphabet and Calendar Cards
 1. Alphabet Cards:

 a. Round one: find  in picture
 b. Rounds 2–4: say letter name, phonic sound, one thing in picture starting with 

that sound
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 2. Calendar Cards are checked similarly to 
 D. Kanji English

 1. Check with game similar to 
 2. Students try to check off all boxes on their homework sheets

 E. Pera-Pera Daruma
 1. Students who pronounce words accurately may check off a box
 2. When they check off three boxes, they may 

 F. Ormandy’s Opposites
 1. Procedure is similar to Daily Expressions
 2. But is overall much more student centered

 G. Trialogs
 1. Check with a game, competing to complete Trialog cards in teams

 XIII. To learn more
 A. Consult your 
 B. Ask colleagues or management, or contact PLS
 C. Chances to practice at seminars

Good luck!
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